This lovely coastal walk can be enjoyed as a short loop on the Luggaboine Circuit, or an all-day walk on the Peninsula Circuit. The view’s better and the terrain’s kinder if you walk the circuit clockwise. From the western side of the peninsula there are views to the southern ranges. Returning along the eastern side the walk follows the coastline and includes Hopwood, Butlers and Jetty beaches, with views of the D’Entrecasteaux Channel. The heathland and eucalypt forest contain abundant flowers year round, attracting a great variety of birds. In spring and summer you will often see snakes sunning themselves on the track. It’s a good idea to wear gaiters or long pants. The peninsula is named after a botanist on the Bruni D’Entrecasteaux 1792-94 French expedition. After your walk, make a short car detour further south to the end of Lighthouse Road to visit the historic Cape Bruny Lighthouse.

Note: Clean dirt and mud from your boots before and after every walk to prevent the spread of root rot.